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This nonfiction piece explores human
sexuality and sexual identity in an open,
unabashed light. The Authors sexual
escapades, with both men and women, lead
to hilarity or disaster. Emma Janson tells
the truth with unflinching honesty. Her
humorous style and language allows one to
become lost in her countless misadventures
as she searches for her sexual identity in
the world. Recounting incidents like her
short-lived stripper career and having sex
openly in a bar may make one squirm, yet
these vignettes make one want to read
more. With vivid imagery and colorful
characters, Janson paints a picture of her
life that is fresh and sincere. One can tell
she tried to stick to the truth though and not
omit any important details; this is
refreshing, because it allows women of all
ages who may be struggling with their own
sexual identity to see what this journey of
self- discovery truly is and not what the
media portrays. Janson examines and
embraces a question that most people often
ignore. By discovering her sexual identity,
she learned more about herself and human
nature. Twat is a rare gem with pure
emotions running throughout its pages. It is
story that should not be missed.
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